ratings may be similar; the effect is likely to differ with extrinsic cue type. As such, only 4 studies reporting specifically the effect of branding are considered further in this work. Table   129 1 presents a summary of studies reporting the effect of branding (full label or brand name) on 130 hedonic rating. Studies which did not report statistical significance for the effect of branding 131 on expectations or hedonic ratings were not included. A series of studies has shown brand to 132 have a strong impact on hedonic ratings, however, this is not a systematic trend (Table 1) . were not presented). For both sets of testing, the 4 chocolates were presented simultaneously 216 in a randomized order; participants were asked to rank them in order of preference then rate 217 them for liking on a 9 point hedonic scale (dislike extremely to like extremely). Presenting and around the University and using a sensory consumer database set up for this purpose. predominantly shop at were identified as those for which the mode corresponded to "weekly 240 or more" and "every 2 to 4 weeks". The ranking data was analyzed using a Friedman test expectations were recorded.
133

315
The disconfirmation and response shifts observed in the 2 studies are presented in Table 3 . 
323
A significant disconfirmation (Table 3) was observed for the private and premium brands 324 which both generated higher hedonic expectations than the actual experience. However, these 
Discussion
333
A hierarchy in expected quality of food retailers' own brands was observed, in particular the 334 premium food retailer product was expected to perform as well or better than the everyday 335 and discount food retailer products; this hierarchy of food retailers' own brands is a feature The private brand chocolate performed better than the food retailer brand chocolates in blind 362 conditions. Although, these results cannot be generalized to all product categories and ranges,
363
it is worth noting that the pervasive notion that own label brands are of lower quality (Cotes- 
